Stability of the Haissinski solution is studied above the threshold of microwave instability. It is shown that instability may lead to a new self-consistent state corresponding to particles trapped in a separat rix of an unstable mode. The free energies of the two solutions are compared. The relaxation oscillations between the new and Haissinski solutions are possible and may be related to the saw-tooth instability.
Introduction
The microwave instability is one of a few problems of accelerator physics which is not fully understood today. The instability is usually described as an increase of the rms ener~spread of a bunch when NB, the number of particles per bunch, exceeds some threshold value. Because the equilibrium temperature is determined by the damping and the noise of the synchrotron radiation, which is normally independent of NB, increase of the temperature indicates that there is some additional noise or a mechanism which pumps energy from the longitudinal motion to the uncorrelated single-part icle motion.
Recent experiments '1]'2] found new features of bunch behavior at the threshold of the instability, such as relaxation oscillations of the rms bunch length (the saw-tooth instability of the SLAC damping ring), and large periodic oscillations of the rms size and bunch cent roid in LEP. Similar phenomena were also previously observed in different laboratories. Such a behavior is not trivial for a system with damping, which usually goes, after some relaxation time, to an equilibrium steady state. It is reasonable to think that these phenomena are related to the microwave instability and can
give insight to its origin. In fact, the new instabilities can be considered as a special case of the microwave instability when only few azimuthal modes are involved, which may significantly simplify theoretical consideration of the problem. A possible phenomenolo@cal explanation of the saw-tooth instability may be based on the idea of the "overshoot phenomena", where an unstable mode is stabilized by nonlinear processes at large amplitudes or by bunch heating produced by decaying mode. Radiation damping and filamentation brings the system back to original state. The relaxation oscillations may arise under proper relationship between the growth rate of an unst able mode, its filamentation time, and the synchrotron radiation damping time. When there are many interacting unstable modes, the saw-tooth instability becomes a microwave instability. Alt bough generically this 'is a correct picture, a detailed model of the processes is needed. Our attempts to obtain the saw-tooth behavior within the quasi-linear approximation in numerical experiments mymptot ically approaches a steady-state with higher
the system temperature.
Study of the microwave instability is usually based on the linearized Vlasov equation. This allows us to find a threshold NB, spectrum of the eigen-modes, and the rise time of instability. This approach does not, however, describe the dynamics at large amplitudes and is not sufficient to explain the essential nonlinear phenomena, such as the saw-tooth instability. Numerical tracking is not very efficient in describing the saw-tooth instability, probably because the number of particles involved is a small part of the total bunch population and because simulations with a realistic damping time is comput ationally prohibitive. 
Htiisinski Solution
A single-bunch longitudinal dynamics of particles in a storage ring may be described by canonical variables x, p, where x = z/o. is the position of a particle in a bunch in units of the zero-s current rms bunch length O., and the canonically conjugated momentum p = -a6/oo, proportional to 6 = AE/E and the momentum compaction factor a. The coordinate x = O corresponds to the equilibrium rf phase vrf; x >0 for a particle in the head of a bunch. The Hamiltonian in th~e variables is~(
x,p,~) = ; + u(x,~),
The total potential
Uw:
Uw the sum of the rf potential Urf = w~~x2/2c~and the
Here wo~= WreVv. is the zero-th current synchrotron frequency, the distribution function p(x, t) =~dpp(x, p, t) is normalized to one,~dzp(x) = 1, and S(z) is an integral of the wake function~(z),
defines energy loss per turn of a particle trailing another particle at the distance z: AE(z) = -N~e2W(z).
The wake W(z) = O for z <0, and can be expressed in terms of the beam impedance Z(w) that h~poles in the upper plane of w. Here n = w/wrev, Z. = 120T 0, and the "effective impedance" (Z/n)eff is related to the machine impedance Z/n either through the experimental "SPEAR scaling"
or by defining Z/n as weighted with the bunch spectrum.
Other criteria have been discussed as well. P. Wilson suggested that the instability occurs when the slope of the total voltage becomes zero within a bunch length. K. Bane '8] successfully used this criterion for calculating the threshold of the microwave instability for the SLC damping ring. There have been attempts to relate the threshold of the instability to the appearance of the second minima in the potential well at large bunch currents.
Another criterion of the threshold is given by Nb at which the synchrotron frequency (1.14)
Equation (1. 10) defines the azimuthal harmonics fro(J)
This term can be combined with the term proportional to diffusion coefficient~; it can, therefore, change the bunch temperature and change the self-consistent potential.
As a result, the unstable growing mode may either be stabilized or it may decay. 
Resonmce Solution
Here we show that the Fokker-Plank equation has, in addition to the Haissinski solution, another solution, which we call the resonance solution '5] . We use notation for this solution following Meller's study '6] of the thermal instability.
Suppose there is an azimuthal mode excited to a finite amplitude, with frequency Such a mode can be considered as the periodic perturbation for particles in a bunch. Resonance particles, with synchrotron frequencies u(~) N Q/n, if there are any, may be trapped in a separatrix. Motion of the trapped particles produces a periodic modulation of the wake field and of the bunch density. We want to find a self-consistent solution where resonance particles produce a periodic perturbation supporting trapping of these particles in the separatrix. This mechanism describes the nonlinear regime of Landau damping.
Consider a spontaneous small perturbation to the Hamiltonian Eq. (1.11) that corresponds to excit at ion of the n-s azimuthal harmonic of the self-consistent potential:
Close to a threshold of the instability, each azimuthal mode can be expected to amplitude Jr within the bunch length for which Wrthe perturbation Vn in the Hamiltonian produces a resonance and cannot be removed by a canonical transformation.
As it is well known, however, the problem can be solved by reducing it to a time-independent problem.
This can be done by a canonical transformation to the coordinate 
14)
where we introduce an additional integration dJ'6(J-J') = dqb(q-q'). The resonance Here,~= ns/2, p~(~) = pk at~<1, and p~(~) = p. at~>1, The averaged m-th harmonic
J J (pfi(t)) =~rpfi(~, t) = % e2m@-i-M(T)' pH(JT + q(r, 4)) decays in time as (pfi(t)) a exp [-(m2T/2M)t2].
Equations ( 
J u~= A dz'dp'p(z', p') S[(z' -Z)ao]
can be expanded in the azimuthal harmonics 
U~(Z, t) =~Vm(J, t) expi(~t -m@

C;(V> J) = C-m(-v, J),
In a linear approximation, Rl,m
Rfm(J', J) = R_z_m(J', J) =~,l(J', J). (2.29)
is given by Eq. (C.5).
It is easy to see that, for~+ O, @ u~for q > p~, and @ m~for q < PS, q/p~+ const. Hence, the RHS in Eq. where E is the average energy per particle, E = (H), and S is the entropy,
S=-(lnp)=-I dr dpp(x, p) in p(x, p).
The difference of the free energies depends on the parameters ef The free energy for the resonance solution is Fig. 3 . Results of the Haiisinski calculations for LEP are given in Table 1 . For the above speculation it is important that the system adiabatically follows variation of the parameters, in particular, the variation of c. This will be true if the radiation damping is sufficiently large; otherwise, the rapid growth of~may induce some oscillations around the resonance solution. This may explain the difficulty in obtaining saw-tooth oscillations in numerical simulations.
Bunch spectrum
The experimentally observed bunch spectrum quite often has sidebands with unequal amplitudes that change in time in an irregular way. This result is quite unusual.
The bunch spectrum V(w) at the n-th revolution harmonic has sidebands
defined by the harmonics of the bunch distribution
The amplitudes of the sidebands are equal if there is reversibility in time, p(z, t) = p(z, -t). Unequal sidebands may be related to the mechanism of the instability.
Bunch spectrum measured by a BPM corresponds to the spectrum of a bunch current
VBPM(W) M~( dt ei(u--rev)t
Sin(t), (3.2)
m=-~J where !
Sin(t) = dx dp p(x, p, t) e-im(urewaola)z = ! dJd#p(J,~, t) e
-im(w.e.ao/co)z( J,@). Another possible explanation of the unequal sideband amplitude may be related to the excitation of the motion of the bunch centroid for the resonance solution.
Discussion
The general statement for a system in thermodynamic equilibrium is~o] "No internal macroscopic motion is possible in a state of equilibrium". However, the system under consideration is specific. First, the N-particle system does not have a Hamiltonian because the third Newton's law is not applicable for the interaction with the wake potential. A particle in a self-consistent potential can nevertheless, be described by the Fokker-Plank equation '6] The resonance solution appears as a result of spont aneously breaking symmetry. This solution describes a self-consistent regime when particles trapped in a separatrix of an azimuthal mode with eigenfrequency Q produce a perturbation of the self-consistent potential equivalent to the excitation of such a mode. In the rotating frame, the resonance solution is a steady-state solution. In 
